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Introduction:    

We developed the Supertec Racing VR38 to RB25/26 ignition coil adapter kit as an upgrade to improve and modernise the RB’s 
ignition setup. Modern coil packs such those found in Nissan’s VR38 engine (R35 GTR) provides a much more powerful output 
(almost twice as much) compared to coil packs from the late 80s and early 90s. The result is a much-improved ignition 
performance and efficiency and suitable for 1500HP+ applications. We have now partnered with Platinum Racing Products to 
bring you their high-quality custom stalks to make installation and fit seamless.  

  
  

  

  

  



Kit Contents:  

2 x Alloy Anodised Adapter Plates (Front and Rear)  

4 x Alloy Anodised Mount Posts   

6 x PRP Custom Coil Stalks  

4 x M8x40 Cap Head Bolts    

6 x M6x35 Cap Head Bolts    

Required:     

6 x Nissan 2248-JF00B1 or Hitachi IGC0079 or Splitfire SF-DIS-103.    

R35 to RB Ignition Harness for BNR32/BCNR33.  Available Separately.  

Warning: Due to the age of the vehicle this ignition kit is aimed at, the factory wiring loom may run warm. This is an indicator of 
unwanted high resistance and is usually caused by wire corrosion and heat cycle degradation over time. High resistance along 
ignition wires is not ideal for this high current ignition upgrade. We recommend new wiring be used with our ignition kits to 
ensure no damage is caused to both the motor and their products. We take no responsibility for any damage caused by incorrect 
use of their products. If unsure about the correct use, please consult a qualified auto electrician for installation.  

Fitting of Platinum Racing Products Custom Coil Stalks 

 

 



 



Fitting of Coil Adapter Brackets  

You will need to remove your coil pack cover, standard coil packs and adapter brackets as well as the igniter module - (R32/33 
only). 

1. The supplied x4 posts for the adapter kit are of an interference fit and once fitted will make fitting easier. To press 
on to the adapter brackets, using a vice with two pieces of wood placed on either side of the bracket and post (to 
prevent damage) carefully press fit the all 4 posts into the coil adapter kit.   
 

 

2. Fit the rear bracket first and then the front bracket so to interlock and secure using the supplied M8x40 cap head bolts. Keep 
bolts loose for now. (Apply light coating of copper grease to bolts)   

 



  

    

3. Insert the coils and once in place tighten bracket to head bolts and fasten coils to bracket using supplied M6x35 cap head 
bolts. Attach the ignition harness.   

   

   



4. Fit coil pack cover as desired or you can run without.  
  

  
  

Note:    

It is also recommended to use JIS spec spark plugs such as NGK BCPR7EIX or NGK R7436-8/9 for maximum performance and 
which are 2.5mm longer than ISO and will ensure better spring contact with the coil.    

*Does not fit NEO Engines   

   
Dwell Time Data:    

To maximise the performance of the VR38 coils it is highly advisable that you adjust the dwell time data (amount of time in 
milliseconds for the coils pack to charge up) see table below as a good reference and starting point. It is not recommended to go 
beyond 4.5ms @13.5v. For maximum performance and to optimise the addition of VR38 coils we advise a remap.    
 

    
    

* Specifications are subject to change without notice.   
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